
Formore practice and games, go
to www.WordlyWise3000.com.

Study the definitions of the words. Then do the exercises that follow.
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v. 1. To plan together secretly to do something wronger illegal.
Campaign workers conspired to break into theiropponent's headquarters.
2. Jo join or act'toqether, .. . . .. . .
The beautifulweather, good friends, and delicious food conspired to rn~keth~
weekendatthe beach one I willalways remember.
conspiracyn. (kan'spir a se) Ajoining with others to planor carry out
unlawful.acts.
The conspiracy of the German offlcers.to.klllHitlerfailed'ori Jul}l20,1944.

v. To pass orslipby (usedwith time).
Fiveyears elapsedbefore they saw their cousins again.

adj. About to happen; likelyto occur in the very-near future.
The douds rolling in made rain seemimmlnent. . .
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swelter
sweltar

V. To suffer from or to be overcome by great heat.
We sweltered in the hot sun because there was no shade in the fields where
we worked.

sweltering adj. Very hot and humid; uncomfortable because of extremely
hot weather.
Going for a swim is the best way to cool down on a sweltering July day.

Choose two phrases to form a sentence that correctly uses a word from
Word List 6. Write each sentence in the space provided.

1. (a) restricts free movement.
(b) causes great joy.

(c) A calamity is something that
(d) A shackle is something that

2. (a) question that person closely.
(b) To interrogate someone is to

(c) To apprehend someone is to
(d) fear that person.

3. (a) be uncomfortably hot.
(b) break up into smaller parts.

(c) To swelter is to
(d) To elapse is to

4. (a) Dissension is
(b) fear of what might happen.

(c) a total absence of government.
(d) Anarchy is

5. (a) A calamity is
(b) A conspiracy is

(c) a lifting of all restraint.
(d) an event that causes great suffering.

6. (a) To recur
(b) is to understand.

(c) is to agree.
(d) To apprehend
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7. (a) To lionize someone is to
(b) To arraign someone is to

(c) treat that person asa hero or heroine.
(d) to make that person angry.

8. (a) is one that keeps recurring.
(b) An imminent event

(c) is one that isvery peculiar.
(d) A bizarre event

9. (a) To arraign some people is to (c) To assimilate some people is to
(b) absorb them into a larger group. (d) show that they are innocent.

10. (a) To elapse is to
(b) To conspire is to

(c) fail to do what is expected or required.
(d) plan secretly or illegally with others.

~. Just the· Right Word
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Improve each of the following sentences by crossing out the bold phrase and
replacing it with a word (or a form of the word) from Word List 6.

1. The roots of trees take in and absorb water from the soil.

2. Janine, seeing that an accident was about to happen in the very near
future, moved her baby brother away from the stove.

3. Aswe examined the ancient Peruvian embroideries, we were amazed by
how extremely careful and attentive to small details the creators of these
pieces had been.

4. Our teachers always encouraged us to finish high school because no one,
they said, should be prevented from doing what he or she wished by the
lack of education.

5. To avoid a complete breakdown in government, the president called for a
new election and then resigned.



1

6. Strong disagreement about whether or not to permit the use of trail bikes
in the state park flared up at the town meeting.

7. Margaret finished the test well before the thirty minutes had slipped by.

8. John D.Rockefeller,Jr.,with the managers of the Colorado mine, secretly
made plans to prevent the union leaders from entering the work area.

9. Rebeccaremembered summers on a Maine lake,away from the very hot
and uncomfortable city.

10. The Bill of Rights gives both citizens and noncitizens the right to have
a lawyer represent them when being called before a court to answer
charges.

~, Applying Meanings

Circle the letter or letters of each correct answer. A question may have more
than one correct answer.

1. Which of the following could shackle a person?
(a) fear (c) education
(b) leg irons (d) responsibility

2. Which of the following might be considered bizarre?
(a) a dancing llama (c) an all-black zebra
(b) a July snowstorm (d) twins with different birthdays

3. Which of the following might be apprehended?
(a) a poem's meaning (c) a hit-and-run driver
(b) a profound utterance (d) a coded message

4. In which of the following might dissension occur?
(a) a club (c) an army
(b) a nation (d) an individual

5. Which of the following could be imminent?
(a) yesterday (c) a hurricane
(b) a blizzard (d) the 1920s
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6. Which of the following might be lionized?
(a) an Olympic gold medalist (c) an anonymous poet
(b) a movie star (d) a great white shark

7. Which of the following describes a conspiracy?
(a) It is secret. (c) It involves just one person.
(b) It is possibly illegal. (d) It occurs spontaneously.

8. Which of the following could be calamitous?
(a) an earthquake (c) a flood
(b) a toothache (d) a shipwreck

Circle the two synonyms in each group of words.

1. meticulous afraid bizarre careful

2. assimilate bind interrogate absorb

3. anarchy guile calamity disaster

4. shackle pass elapse suggest

5. apprehend arraign charge confiscate

6. sweltering peculiar imminent bizarre

Circle the two antonyms in each group of words.
calamity

conspire 7. conspiracy order entreaty anarchy
dissension

~Iapse 8. succumb shackle resist interrogate

imminent 9. chilly odd sweltering·serene
interrogate

lionize 10. dissension confusion agreement conjecture
meticulous
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